β-Sheet-induced chirogenesis in polymerization of oligopeptides.
The origin of long homochiral biopolymers in living systems has recently been the focus of intense research. In one particular research line, scientists studied, experimentally and theoretically, chiral amplification obtained during peptide formation by polymerization of amino acid building blocks. It was suggested that processes leading to temporal or spatial separation, and thus, to the growth of homochiral polymers at the expense of their heterochiral counterparts, can explain the chirality observed in larger molecules. We introduce a simple model and stochastic simulation for the polymerization of amino acids and β-sheet formation, showing the crucial effects of the β sheets on the distributions of peptide lengths. When chiral affinities are included, racemic β sheets of alternating homochiral strands lead to the formation of chiral peptides, the isotacticity of which increases with length, consistent with previous experimental results in aqueous solutions. The tendency to form isotactic peptides is shown for both initially racemic and initially nonracemic systems, as well as for closed and open systems. We suggest that these or similar mechanisms may explain the origin of chiroselectivity in prebiotic environments.